






ALI is a startup established in 2019 as a spin-o� from the 

collaboration of two AI research laboratories. 

Our mission is to develop deep learning based chatbot 

solutions with minimal dependency on labeled data. 

Two of our solutions will be featured.

Website     www.neoali.com                            President       Minho Lee
Contact     EunSoo Jung                                      Title                 CSO
Dept           AI                                                     Tel                  +82-53-950-6436
E-mail         euns0000.jung@gmail.com                Fax                 +82-53-950-5505
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Our solution AskMe is an AI that 
studies for you. 
AskMe automatically extracts 
information from given context, 
therefore, no need of providing 
labeled dataset or knowledge 
graph. 
AskMe can also get information 
from web search results and 
answer questions without 
uploading �les.

Take adventures with chatbots. 
Our chatbot service can provide 
various persona styles with only 
100 sentences for each. You can 
design and choose your own 
chatbot characters, communi-
cate with them, and even create 
stories together.
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AskMe

Tiquitaca



Manual app testing is a bottle-neck for faster release of mobile apps.
We need a better mobile testing platform such that it can 1) replace or lower manual labors 2) solve 
logistic problems of buying multiple phones 3) and provide fully "automated" app testing to increase 
the QA quality.  

Apptest.ai provides 1) AI-automated fully autonomous app testing service on the multiple devices in 
the clouds as well as 2) No-Code/AI-powered Test Case authoring tools for user-speci�c test scenarios.  
Our competitors are manual testing services as well as non-AI based test automation solution provid-
ers at best. On the other hand, Apptest.ai's AI technology innovates the software testing industry in a 
sense that it provides cheaper and systematized "Robot or AI Testbot" as a manual tester substitute.

Our business model includes two approaches: 1) mainly, pay-per-test using AI Testing service in the 
cloud(AI-aaS) and 2) alternatively AI Testing hybrid cloud for enterprise customers with security 
concerned business or heavy testing needs. Along with above business pipelines, we generate 
additional revenues by upselling our proprietary No-Code/AI-powered test authoring tools for 
existing customers.

Apptest.ai customers are from around the world. Speci�cally, ever since NBCUniversal, SauceLABS, and 
Bitbar became our �rst AI Testing customer in 2019, global big names such Samsung, LG U+, Hyund-
ai-Kia Motors Group, BMW Korea are strongly engaging and partnering our unique AI Testing technol-
ogies. 
 
           

Website     https://apptest.ai                             President     Jae Jun Hwang
Contact     Jae Jun Hwang                                       Title               Founder & CEO
Dept           Customer Succcess                                  Tel                +82-2-881-5786
E-mail         contact@apptest.ai                             Fax               +82-2-881-5868
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- AI-powered Test Case Authoring Tool for iOS/Android App     

- AI-Powered, Simple GUI-based, Codeless Solution       

- All Essential Manual Operation beyond Simple Touch Supported     

- Authored test case can be run against 100 devices in our apptest.ai cloud    
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2
Stego 
AI-powered QA Tool

- AI-powered explorative mobile app testing in multiple device cloud   

- No more test code: Easier and Faster Testing with AI Testbot

- Hands Free & Hassle Free  “AI” Testing for your Mobile Apps    

- Quick Test Reports in 30 mins in 100 devices in the cloud     

1
Apptest.ai 

Main AI Testing 
Cloud Service



How safe will BANF’s technology make the future of autonomous trucks?

Ideally, we hope our technology will be the lynchpin of what makes autonomous trucks safe for 
24-hour use. Currently, the majority of �eets can only expect 8 hours of driving while autonomous 
driving can boost this to continuous 24-hour use. But is this safe? Technology like BANF’s will certainly 
ensure that continuous 24-hour use is not only possible but safe as well.

Most �eet managers are concerned about tire related costs and BANF’s technology will help to 
monitor the health and integrity of the tires allowing for replacement or refurbishment. 

Another area of concern is connected to tire-related accidents. Just considering insurance alone 
accidents can create a huge burden that every �eet manager must take into account. BANF’s tire 
pro�le sensing system can help to reduce exorbitant costs resulting from accidents. Every accident 
avoided is not only good for safety concerns but also for the ever-important bottom line.

A third issue of concern for �eet managers is that of fuel e�ciency. The tire sensing system provides 
in-depth data regarding every aspect of the tire health and integrity including balancing and 
alignment. In addition, the truck’s cargo weight is also carefully monitored. These will help to improve 
fuel e�ciency.

Website     www.banf.co.kr                            President       Sunghan You
Contact     Timothy Richard Guenther                  Title                CEO
Dept           Marketing Dept.                                       Tel                  +82-70-4070-3135
E-mail         timothy@banf.co.kr                            Fax                 +82-70-4070-3136
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A tire pro�le gives us a comprehensive set of data that can fully allow for the highest standard of 
driving safety.

Firstly, BANF’s cutting-edge tire sensing system provides an early warning signal once the 
integrity of the tire starts to wear down. This system will also measure and monitor the tire tread. 
This system will indicate when tire defects start to show.

Second, BANF’s tire sensing system analyzes the condition of the roads. This includes road 
conditions based on all kinds of weather. Wet or dry, icy or snowy, even black ice, our tire pro�le 
system has you covered. Roads are also monitored based on their physical condition, potholes, 
cracks, uneven or otherwise damaged roads all fall under this tire pro�le sensing system.

Third, this innovative tire pro�le sensing system will keep track of the tire alignment, tilt and the 
tire pressure as well. In addition, braking yaw angle balancing and tire angular velocity are also 
carefully evaluated.

Fourth, this tire pro�le sensing system will measure the truck’s cargo weight while also 
monitoring the balance of the tires; these are important factors for reducing tire sidewall wear 
and tear.

BANF’s state-of-the-art tire pro�le sensing system is at the forefront when it comes to making 
the roads of the future safe and secure.
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What is a tire pro�le?



Cochl is a deep-tech startup focusing on machine listening 

technology to make computers perceive sounds like 

humans. We make a next-gen sound AI that can understand 

any sounds beyond speech recognition, continuously evolv-

ing pre-trained AI system, can be easily adapted to unseen 

sounds through transfer / active learning, also microphone 

agnostic and purely software-based. Cochl provides the 

technology to other business through cloud API, edge SDK, 

and beautifully managed SaaS.

Website    www.cochl.ai                            President      Yoonchang Han
Contact     Yoonchang Han                                       Title                Co-founder&CEO
Dept           HQ                                               Tel                  +82-10-9089-5749
E-mail        ychan@cochl.ai                           Fax                 +82-2-6918-0714
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Emergency sound detection 

Cochl.Sense is a Sound AI system that can understand 

any environmental sounds with high accuracy in 

real-time. It can detect more than 20 sounds including 

emergency siren, car glass break, laugh, cough scream, 

dog bark, car horn, and baby cry, provided through 

both Cloud API and Edge SDK.

Products

 
- Make any device to hear emergency sounds 
- Glass break, gunshot, scream, yell, and many more
- For security camera, VMS, or any IoT devices 
- Easy to install, simple subscrpition pricing
- Support both cloud API and edge SDK     
     
     



Dabeeo provides Global Geospatial Information based on AI/ML(Ma-

chine Learning) technology, reading and interpreting the earth to help 

the customers easily build/change the digital map. 

Dabeoo’s �rst-rate AI image-processing technologies are able to closely 

analyze various areas on Earth and help to catch the insights from the 

big data. We considerably ensure “Cost-Reduction”, “Workplace E�cien-

cy”, and “Customer Satisfaction” to our clients such as grand shopping 

malls/outlets, medical centers, government departments, etc

Website     www.dabeeo.com                             President       Ju Hum Park
Contact     Leon Kim                                               Title                CEO
Dept           USA o�ce                                                    Tel                  +82-2-6376-0101
E-mail         leon.kim@dabeeo.com                          Fax                +82-2-6378-0101 
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"STUDIO is a cloud-based SaaS service that makes 
creating, editing,
and managing map data convenient and 
straightforward."    
 
The STUDIO service provides an API that can be 
easily integrated for use in various applications 
such as way�nding and asset management. One 
service, endless possibilities.   
  
"Dabeeo provides a build-ready application for 
immediate deployment.
Engage customers with an interactive, immersive, 
and intuitive user experience."   
     

1
STUDIO 
(STUDIO for maps)

"Our technology is best optimized for 
broad-area geospatial analysis and data 
extraction.
Obtain insights with our image-based AI and 
deep learning technology.
Our deep learning intelligence generates 
meaningful geospatial data. 
We provide insights for geospatial planning 
and future prediction based on the most 
reliable and up-to-date information."  
     
     

2
 INTELLIGENCE (Image-based AI technology)
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Previously, in order to create a virtual human, a large number of expensive 3D 

rendering equipment and professional manpowers were required. Therefore, 

companies that produces virtual humans could only produce one or two virtual 

humans.  Which only allowed large companies to use them

Produce virtual humans by synthesizing the virtual face with the AI, on the �lmed 

video. This lowered the barrier for the people to make their own virtual humans 

without the professionals or special equipment.

We developed our own face swap technology, which we saved the time and 

required data more than 300 times. 

Website    https://www.�iption.com/                   President      Hoon Jin Jung
Contact    +82-10-3114-2347                                  Title                 CEO
Dept          Operation Team                                        Tel                   +82-10-3114-2347
E-mail       david.hoonjin@�iption.com                    
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Virtual Face Synthesizing AI Software

Virtual Face Generating AI Software

- An AI software that can face swap any faces in images (or videos) into virtual faces
- Can face swap in 1 second. No training hours are needed
- Only a single photo is required to swap the face



Platfarm Inc. designed GALL3RY 3 to be a bridge between the NFT 

community and social media.  We observed that the community is depen-

dent on web2 social media platforms even though these platforms are not 

able to capture an NFT’s true worth. The Platfarm team is leveraging our 

expertise in visual communication to change this.  GALL3RY 3 enables NFT 

owners to visualize the on-chain value of their NFT assets in the form of 

images and videos that are optimized for social media. 

Website    https://gall3ry.io/                            President       Hyosub Lee
Contact     Dongseok Jeong                                 Title                Dev Leader
Dept           Dev                                                                Tel                  +82-10-3159-3597
E-mail         dongseok.jeong@platfarm.net               
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GALL3RY 3 is the coolest way for NFT owners to show o� 

NFTs on social media. 

The app uses an NFT's blockchain data to auto-generate 

exciting visual assets that accurately portray the NFT’s value. 

This helps the web3 community create posts that are more 

engaging, credible, and informative. 
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Monoly o�ers an enterprise-ready Web 3.0 SaaS platform and its applications 

based on proprietary decentralized networking technology.

Using Monoly's API, you can build the next level of enterprise SaaS application 

that guarantees users' data ownership and controllability at the unprecedented 

level. Also, with Monoly's decentralized applications such as eSignature, secure 

�le sharing and messenger, enterprises can collaborate with partners without 

trusted (centralized) intermediaries.

 In 2020, Monoly, Inc. was founded by Kiwoon Sung, a former Head of Blockchain 

Research Lab in Samsung SDS to realize truly decentralized SaaS as the �rst of its 

kind in blockchain and cloud computing markets.

Website    https://monoly.com/            President      Kiwoon Sung

Contact    Yoonho Kim                                              Title                 CPO & Co-founder 

Dept          Product & Business                                Tel                    +1-408-721-6693

E-mail       contact@monoly.com                    
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1
Monoly eSignature

E-sign and manage your contracts exclusively 
on your cloud. Without 3rd-party's intervention, 
only you and your partners keep e-signed contracts 
in con�dentiality.
    

2
Monoly Drive

Collect and manage all �les securely only on the 
company’s cloud instance. No more scattered 
�les on many 3rd party �le sharing SaaS servers.
        

3

4

Monoly Discussion

Open Monoly Discussion among your partners, and 
collaborate without sacri�cing your privacy. 
Keep important �les immutable with just one click.    

Monoly Fabric API & SDK 

Build your own SaaS applications that guarantee users' 
data con�dentiality using Monoly Fabric API & SDK.    

"Enterprise-ready Web 3.0 SaaS :  
for enterprises that put data ownership �rst"



Nalbi's objective is to maximize the joy of communication by building 
compelling connections between people worldwide. 

After the foundation, NALBI has invested time and resources in Face 
Reenactment and 3D Motion Capture based on the Deep Learning 
model. We are working with leading domestic workforces to customize 
and optimize Deep Learning based computer vision technology.

NALBI’s di�erentiated technology comes from “High Performance in 
Model Compression”

We are now actively taking our technological advantages to develop a 
service that easily allows anyone to create new visual identities at an 
a�ordable cost. Indeed, NALBI is looking forward to launching a virtual 
human creation service that enables anyone to comfortably create a 
virtual human on mobile devices through real time 3D Motion Capture 
technology.

Website    https://www.nalbi.ai/             President       Youngsu Lee
Contact     Hyeryeong Choi                                 Title                 Manager
Dept           Business                                                       Tel                  +82-10-4901-0747
E-mail         ryeong611@nalbi.ai               
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-  3D motion capture : works precisely in real-time on mobile devices. 

-  Export to live streaming channels : immediate transmission to external  

 media, including  Twitch and YouTube Live.  

-  State-of-the-art deep learning-based computer vision data has been  

 cumulated in-house for years.

-  The low price barrier enables any users with smartphones to utilize 

 our solution

21
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Neubility's mission is to automate urban sidewalks by 

running an on-demand delivery service with a cost-e�ec-

tive �eet of autonomous boxes. 

Starting from one of the world's most densely populated 

metropolises, we aim to create a �eet of autonomous 

delivery robots that won't be locked in geofenced subur-

ban neighborhoods or college campuses but pierce 

through even the worst pedestrian tra�c.

Website    www.neubility.co.kr              President      Andrew Lee

Contact    Kyungpyo Hong                                       Title                Manager 

Dept           Communications                                     Tel                   +82-70-4754-9619

E-mail        info@neubility.co.kr                    
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Neubie-GO 

1

2

Neubie

- RaaS API Kit for Service Binding & Interoperability    

- Robot Monitoring & Control Solutions    

- Data Collection & Analysis    

- Customer Authentication    

- Order Management    

- Full Self-Driving Delivery Robot     

- Cost E�ective Camera based Sensor Con�guration with No LiDARs     

- Urban targeted Autonomy Solutions     

- Vision based Perception with DNN AI Solutions      

- Visual SLAM for GPS Denied areas     



Nota AI (Nota Inc.) is a tech startup specializing in AI model optimiza-
tion. We aim to bring the bene�ts of AI to everyone and everywhere, 
democratizing its use across industries and applications. 
Our main product is NetsPresso, a proprietary hardware-aware AI 
model optimization platform. NetsPresso enables application of AI 
solutions for a diverse range of industries including intelligent 
transportation systems and driver monitoring system. 
Nota AI partners with market leaders including ARM, NVIDIA, 
Samsung SDS, LG CNS, Microsoft, and AWS.

Website    https://www.nota.ai/             President        Myungsu Chae
Contact     Seri An                                               Title                 General Manager   
Dept           Global BD                                                    Tel                  +82-2-555-8659
E-mail         seri.an@nota.ai                 Fax                 +82-2-555-8657  
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Nota ITS 
(Intelligent Transportation Systems) 

1

2

 NetsPresso

We Green-light Roads with AI

• AI Traffic Camera: Real-time tra�c monitoring 

 with edge AI

• AI Tra�c Signal Control : Signal control optimization 

 with reinforcement learning

• AI Safe Crossing: Real-time incident prediction on 

 edge devices 

 Nota DMS
 (Driver Monitoring System)3

The Hardware-aware AI Model Optimization Platform 

• NetsPresso Model Searcher: Automatically searches optimized 

   AI models for your target device and hardware 

• NetsPresso Model Compressor : A ready-to-use toolkit that 

   makes the AI compression process easy and fast 

• NetsPresso Model Launcher : Convert and package the AI model 

   for the deployment

      

     

The fastest and lightest in-cabin AI solution

•  Detect unregistered drivers, driver drowsiness, cell phone usage, driver distractions and smoking

•  Key Strengths

    High performance on low-cost edge devices

    Interoperable with various camera types

    Flexible installation positions

    Robustness in various environments



Established in 2018, Nuvilab is a leading food tech startup that develops 
nutritional bene�t and eco-friendly services through food data obtained by AI 
scan technology in the world. Nuvilab won two awards at CES 2021 (Healthcare, 
Sustainability) and this year we completed a series A investment worth $7mil-
lion. For the series B funding, we are currently looking for global investors. 

We provide our solution to over 70 locations, canteens of big corporates like SKT, 
Samsung Electronics, Naver, Kakao, and those of government o�ces, schools, 
kindergartens in Korea.  Also, we are partnering and looking to collaborate with 
many global corporations such as Nestlé, MS, Sodexo. Participating in CES 2022, 
we received high interest from many other global companies, and Compass 
group, one of the biggest food service companies in the world, discovered our 
solutions at CES 2022 and proposed to install our service at the Microsoft head-
quarters in Seattle.  

Website    www.nuvi-labs.com             President       Daehoon Kim

Contact     Daehoon Kim                                           Title                  CEO 

Dept                                                             Tel                     +82-10-8669-3791

E-mail        marketing@nuvi-labs.com                   Fax                   +82-2-2051-5720
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Auto Scanner 

1

2

Stand Scanner
How to scan  Place scanner at distribution station/
                                return zone or return zone only   
When   Before/ After a meal or Ater a meal   
Personal link  Face recognition l RFID   
Feature  Most suitable to track user’s progress
 Possible to link data by preferred way
Where  School, Military, Kindergarten cafeteria

How to scan  Automatically measures through 
 motion detection   
When   Before/ After a meal or Ater a meal   
Personal link  Face recognition l RFID   
Feature  Simple to install of its small size   
 Do not need to change user's behavior to scan   
Where  Corporate Canteen

Mobile Scanner3

Our automated AI food scanning technology is the only solution that recognizes the type and the quantity 
of food in one second.  With this technology, we can collect accurate data of how much and what kind of 
food was actually served, consumed and disposed of.  So they can save the cost by reducing food waste, 
attract customers by analyzing users’ preference, and make their business sustainable by bringing great 
impact on the environment with AI scanning food data. In addition, we can provide users with nutritional 
bene�ts by providing eating habit reports because we can �gure out individual intake calories and 
nutritional facts if they are personally paired to our technology.  So, each individual user can improve their
eating habits and manage their health based on these data.

     

How to scan Mobile phone Camera   
When  Before/ After a meal   
Personal link -   
Feature Download Nuvilab App   
 API link is possible for other solutions   
Where Individual users   



PABLO AIR is a drone solution and service company creating future mobility services based 
on innovative and robust mobility control and swarm �ight control technologies. We are 
constantly innovating for operational safety and control management of drones and future 
air mobility with Smart Mobility Integrated Control System PAMNet (PABLO AIR Mobility 
Network). PAMNet has been recognized for its technology, winning 2nd place at the AUVSI 
XPONENTIAL 2021 & 2022 for two consecutive years.

PABLO AIR has taken a pivotal role amongst companies in the Korean future mobility 
market, executing the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport's Regulation Sandbox 
demonstration in the logistics category, K-drone system air-corridor demonstration, and 
participating the K-UAM Grand Challenge. In addition, PABLO AIR established a U.S. branch 
in Arizona last June to expand into the global market and is conducting a U.S. logistics 
delivery demonstration project through an agreement with NUAIR (Northeast UAS 
Airspace Integration Research Alliance, Inc.) in New York State for the �rst time as a Korean 
company.
 
PABLO AIR consists of the Corporate Research Institute, Logistics, Aviation, Art Show, and 
FPV Drone departments. The Art Show Department presented a multimedia show of drone 
cluster technology with Hanwha at KIA Motors' logo unveiling show in 2020 and was listed 
in the Guinness Book of Records for directing 303 �reworks drone shows.

Website     pabloair.com                          President       Kim Young-Joon
Contact     Namkyung Lee                                 Title                CEO
Dept           PR & Marketing                                         Tel                  +82-70-5222-6968
E-mail         nklee@pabloair.com              Fax                +82-70-8220-6968  
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 Bluebird (PA-V4)  
 * Long-distance eVTOL 

1

2

 PABLO AIR Mobility Network (PAMNet)

Bluebird is a long-distance delivery drone that can �y 
up to 100 minutes and 140 kilometers. It can be loaded
less than 3 kg, and the longest part of the aircraft is just
over twice height of an adult (6ft).
* Flight speed: 75km/h   * Size: 3800x2220x630[mm]

 Bigbird (PA-H5) 
* Short-distance Multicopter3

PAMNet is an innovative Smart Tra�c 

Management System that supports

integrated control and monitoring of

multiple heterogenous mobilities. 

     

      

     

Bigbird is a short-distance delivery drone that allows 
relatively large sizes and heavy weights to be loaded. 
It can �y up to 25 minutes and 15 km, with a speed of
36 km/h
* Payload size: 360x500x250[mm] (< 10kg)
* Flight speed: 36km/h   * Size: 1700x1700x820[mm]



Siliconarts is established in Apr. 2010 to enable disruptive next-generation graphics 
technology called as real-time ray tracing technology. 
Siliconarts has been innovating in photo-realistic graphics designs for 10 years,  creat-
ing a product line of ray and path tracing GPU IPs for graphics processors. 
These optimized GPU IPs can render real-time 3D graphics with realistic lighting to 
create immersive experiences to support the Metaverse. 
Siliconarts GPU implements a Multi-Instruction Multi-Data based architecture for 
low-power and high-performance real-time processing of ray tracing with up to 10x 
better performance e�ciency than typical GPUs that are Single Instruction Multi-Data 
(SIMD) based  GPU architectures. 
Leveraging Siliconarts core patents covering ray tracing technology, it is highly appli-
cable for mobile, VR and AR that requires extremely low power. 
In addition to ray tracing GPU IPs, we have developed GPGPU IP, and Siliconarts is also 
developing GPU chips for Metaverse cloud server and PCs. 
We are actively expanding our main business areas to satisfy the diverse needs of the 
customers. 
Currently, we are conducting global sales and partnerships with world-class compa-
nies through our Silicon Valley branch in the United States.

Website    https://www.siliconarts.com             President       Hyungmin Yoon

Contact     Charles Kim                                                Title                 CEO 

Dept           Sales & Marketing                                    Tel                    +82-20-470-2829

E-mail        charles@siliconarts.com               Fax                   +82-20-6008-1991                    
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 RAIV 

1

2

RayCore MC

- GPGPU(General Purpose GPU) IP       

- OpenCL Compatible RISC-V GPGPU for AI acceleration       

- SIMD Multi-Threading (SIMT) Architecture       

- RISC-V ISA extension for Hardware Specialization       

- Low-cost implementation       

- Applications: AI Training, Machine Learning, Inference, 

     IoT, Graphics Image Processing

Metaverse GPU Chip3

- Real-time Ray/Path Tracing GPU(Graphics Processing Unit) IP    

- Fully Hardwired Path Tracing logic and high scalability    

- Low-Power and High performance    

- Photo-Realistic graphic e�ects, natural expression of light    

- Implementation of path tracing based on MIMD architecture    

- Highly suitable for Mobile and VR/AR/Game Applications    

- Applications: 3D graphics rendering    

     

- Ray tracing GPU chip for servers optimized for metaverse platforms  

- Support real-time ray tracing and sound tracing    

- Designed with world-class low-power structure    

- Low Latency for Real-Time Streaming Services    

- Eliminated Graphics Performance Degradation    

- Improved realism of metaverse visual environment    

- Improved user experience for metaverse users    
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ThanoSQL

ThanoSQL is an integrated platform that enables

the querying and ai modelling of both structured 

and unstructured data using only SQL. 

When performing large-scale machine learning

with structured and unstructured data sets, a wide

range of knowledge and skills including various 

languages, frameworks, and lambda architecture

-based big data platforms are required. 

Due to these requirements, the di�culty and 

complexity of implementation gradually increases, 

resulting in increased time and cost in development timeframe, manpower, and operational development/

deployment. With ThanoSQL, all RDB (Relational Database), AI, and Big Data Platform utilities and functions 

can be integrated and utilised as one, resulting in dramatically reduced ine�ciencies.



TheWaveTalk is a Korean startup that has developed a 
technology that uses laser multi-scattering and deep learn-
ing to measure foreign substances in water with great 
precision. Through this technology, we developed the 
world's �rst home water quality meter WaTalk, which 
scatters light inside the liquid using a laser and analyzes 
small signals of �ne particles to determine the degree of 
contamination to lead a healthy life.
With WaTalk portable, anyone can easily measure the quality 
of drinking water such as tap water, water puri�er, and 
bottled water anytime, anywhere. 
It is an innovative product that can be easily accessed and 
used by the general public as it is 20 to 50 times cheaper 
than professional measuring equipment.

Website    www.thewavetalk.com             President       YoungDug Kim

Contact     Euitaek Jung                                              Title                 Manager 

Dept           Sales & Marketing                                    Tel                    +82-10-7471-0771

E-mail        euitaek-jung@thewavetalk.com        Fax                   +82-42-867-7891                    
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WaTalk

WaTalk measures the total amount of microscopic substances such as bacteria, virus, organic pollutants, 

and microplastic in water, utilizing Chaotic Scattering, our self-developed laser technology, and new 

analytical algorithms. Our target is drinking water, such as tap, puri�ed, and bottled water.

While the measurement of other turbidity meters is inaccurate, especially in low turbidity, WaTalk shows

highly accurate performance even in 0-3NTU water.

- Portable & Home IoT Water Quality Tester     

- Anytime, Anywhere, Convenient, 10 Seconds OK     

- Accuracy on par with professional equipment     

- Very reasonable price 20 to 50 times cheaper than conventional equipment     

- Easy to use and High portability with compact design

- Data management using dedicated applications

- Worldwide water quality data sharing platform using established data

     

      

    

     



Typed is a collaborative documentation tool that optimiz-

es teamwork by connecting your team’s scattered docs 

and work�ows. Since o�cal launch in April 2022, Typed is 

used by 200+ teams (25,000+ users) across 100+ countries. 

Website    https://typed.do                         President       Woojin Kim
Contact     Clint Yoo                                  Title                Head
Dept           Business                                    
E-mail         hello@typed.do                                          
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Key Features     

1.  Save anything - Find and save anything from anywhere. 
 Our blazingly fast web-extension and mobile app lets you collect any type of information with just a touch. 
 More importantly, don’t just read-it-later but link to your existing or new documents.
    
2. Create better - Think and create beyond an A4 paper.
 Say goodbye to too many tabs and apps. Our document 2.0 is everything you’ve needed to create better. 
 Research and write while managing your knowledge and tasks--all in one �ow. Now, you can share the full
 context of your work with just a link.

3.Organize less - Be organized by default.  
 Typed de�es folders within folders within folders. Our result-oriented structure helps you to get organized 
 just by getting stu� done. Taskify every stage of your work to keep yourself moving forward. 
 When done, just archive and move on. You’ll �nd yourself more organized than ever.

4. Connect all - Take Advantage of your hard work. 
 Our knowledge network is your second brain that automatically remembers your ideas and actions so that 
 YOU don’t have to. It will guide you to the next step to recognize how much you’ve already done and
 discover how much more you can do.



VisualCamp is a company that provides eye tracking 
software, and provides solutions that innovate various 
services within education, healthcare, and UI/UX through 
SeeSo SDK.

SeeSo is an AI eye tracking SDK that is provided in a SaaS 
model. SeeSo generates gaze data in real-time to tell you 
where and how focused your users are.

SeeSo SDK allows for scalability since no hardware is 
required. Currently, we support iOS/Android/Unity/Win-
dows/JavaScript. SeeSo's calibration process is simpli�ed 
from the competitors required 5 points of calibration to a 
single point.

Website     https://visual.camp            President      Yunchan Suk

Contact      Jiyoung Lim                                              Title                Marketing Manager 

Dept            Marketing Dept.                                      Tel                   +82-70-7945-7799

E-mail         joy@visual.camp                      
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SeeSo SDK : 
No need extra hardware, AI based eye-tracking technology

Introduction
-  Provide eye gaze data in real time(x,y coordinates /Fixation / Saccade)  

-  Scrolling and click with eye gaze tracking 

-  Check focus level rating, droziness, and etc. 

 Innovation & Di�erentiators
-  No hardware   

-  Single point calibration   

-  Data provided in real-time   

-  Supported by virtually any device 

-  Pay-as-you-go



Willog provides innovation in simplifying the complex cold chain industry and 

making it a perfect solution and a partner for leading the next stage of business. 

We provide “cold chain data management solution” that innovates the cold chain 

area where temperature management is required. Based on our self-developed 

cold chain monitoring device “OTQ (One Time QR-code)” and the cloud-based 

management software, We help companies to gain visibility into the cold chain 

and derive meaningful business insights with data. We have thereby set “Indis-

pensable, Omnipresent, Transparent” as our core values, and we seek to achieve 

the mission of “Eliminating the blind spots of logistics with transparent data 

management.” 

Website     willog.io                                     President       Sunghoon Bae,  Jihyun Yun
Contact      Christy Kwon             Title                Performance Marketer
Dept            Marketing               Tel                   +82-10-6489-1548                              
E-mail         christy@willog.io                                                                               
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OTQ (Logistics monitoring device for various units) 

1 - The OTQ can be applying to various units such as vehicles, 
      containers, and pallets. 
- The OTQ increases the accuracy of data by collecting a wide array 
      of data without environmental limits.

OTQ+ (Logistics monitoring device on an item-level )  
- Safely protecting items by measuring the inner temperature of
      transport containers for high-value goods like biologics and
      pharmaceuticals. 
- Minimizing the rate of return and disposal from mismanagement. 

OTQ-N (Logistics monitoring device with �exible environment)  
- Using the device conveniently in cases where the device cannot be
      retrieved. 
- Improving consumer as well as corporate satisfaction in the 
      distribution process at a low cost.
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Coldchain monitoring software

3

Coldchain monitoring hardware

- Gain visibility across the entire logistics process from shipping to arrival. 
- It can be managed by various units of products, vehicles, and containers according to the speci�c 
     customization needs. 
- With its �exible system and data integration, 
      companies can fully understand the �ow of 
      cold chain management and respond to issues. 



“Forward Fashion Faster with Total 3D Digital Fashion Solution”
Our solution completely follows the garment making process in the real world. 
Brands can easily adopt 3D through their 1) design & product development with virtual sampling by 
3D CAD z-weave’s outputs; 2) sourcing & production with digital tech packs, BOMs available on the 
online platform z:one; 3) pre-production marketing directly with the HQ-rendered outputs; 
4) customer engagement on e-commerce with the virtual �tting application z-�t; 
5) after-sales customer loyalty management with metaverse integration, etc. 

For more details on how our one-stop solution can bene�t individual parties within a fashion brand 
organization: 
 1. Fashion designers can visualize their design ideas into 3D.
 2. Technical designers can easily create production-ready patterns.
 3. Sourcing & creative managers can make decisions with unlimited variations of  production-ready  
      virtual garments.
 4. Marketing managers can perform e�ective pre-production marketing via 3D assets of high visual  
     �delity.

Also, our solution is highly compatible and �exible to be customized and streamline the brand’s 
existing process.

Our exclusive combination of technology in 3D Garments simulation, Hyper-real avatar, and real 
time �tting solution helps us deliver a unique digital fashion experience to brands and also to their 
end consumers
 ● Production viewing with 360 degree: Empower end customers with seamless 3D product viewer
 ● Bring dressing room to e-commerce: Enhance sales conversion rate with real-time virtual �tting     
    solution
 ● Digital fashion in Metaverse: Bring fashion products to the Metaverse, expand boundaries of  
    fashion ideas to the virtual world

Website www.z-emotion.com             President      DONGSOO HAN 
Contact KENNETH RYU                                               Title                CSO
Dept Marketing                                      Tel                   +1-603-306-6177
E-mail        kenneth.ryu@z-emotion.com     Fax                  0503-8379-2049                    
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 zelus
3D hair & cloth simulation technology, 
specialized cloth rendering, 
avatar & body shape creation
- in-house 3D simulation engine using 
  GPU performance
- faster simulation performance than
  competitors
- hair and face synthesis technology for 
  realistic avatar generation and virtual 
  cloth �tting 

 z-weave

Template-based design process, intuitive interface, 
2D&3D support, cloth simulation, easy integration
into cloth manufacturing machines  ;  create new 
patterns or change existing 2d patterns to 3d cloth 
assets and add more design details in the software 

3  z:one

3D product viewer, cloud-based collaboration 
platform, real-time virtual �tting solution
easy to modify clothes in style, fabric colorway,
etc. in real time without having to manufacture 
physical samples






